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“Our role is to ease the burden of this final journey for the surviving family members...” - Kathy Ricker

A Word from Team Member Management
Hello Team Members,
Welcome to 2020! I hope this newsletter
finds you in good health and happiness.
One of the most important services that
Kenyon offers our clients is the repatriation
of the deceased to their final resting
place. Repatriation is a service included in
our Disaster Recovery package.
Whether we are dealing with a mass
fatality or the return of a single victim,
our role is to ease the burden of this
final journey for the surviving family
members while manoeuvring through
complicated jurisdictions and laws. The
most important part of this process is
keeping the family informed and setting
realistic expectations. Even though it
may seem difficult to advise a family that
the process could take weeks or even
months, it is critical to not create false
expectations which would certainly lead
to unnecessary anguish.
Repatriation can be a very difficult,
confusing and costly process and must be
completed in accordance with national
and international regulatory authorities.
It is our job as Kenyons to help the families
understand the process and reduce
confusion. Up until now, the family has
been in the process of accepting the loss
of their loved one, but in this final step
the reality of the loss will start to set in as
they are faced with planning for the final
disposition. At this point, it becomes even
more real.

It is very important for us to help the
families understand the complexities of
legally shipping remains from one country
to another that can cause unexpected
delays. Therefore, we would never plan
the funeral until the body has arrived in
the destination country. For example, if it
were an aviation accident, a family might
not want the remains to fly on the same
airline that was involved in the incident.
Alternate modes of transportation would
have to be sought out. We were once
faced with the challenge of the aircraft
not having a large enough cargo door
to accommodate the coffin. A suitable
aircraft was eventually located but it
caused a delay. These are just a few
examples of the problems we try to
anticipate and solve so that the family
does not have to suffer added distress.

The most critical part of this process is
keeping the families informed. We have
to explain unexpected delays and the
mountains of paperwork and keep records
of the personal effects of the deceased.

Oftentimes, a Kenyon will escort the
coffin from the location where the death
occurred to its final destination. This helps
to ensure the documentation transfers
are accurate and in accordance with the
shipping and receiving requirements of
each country. We alert the flight crew of
the sensitive nature of the cargo they are
transporting. We may offer to drape a flag
over the coffin in honour of the country of
origin, if appropriate.

Kathy Ricker

We also help the families arrange for
a local funeral director to receive the
remains and take custody and assist them
in planning the funerals in accordance
with their wishes, including cultural and
religious traditions.

This is by far the most difficult journey any
family will have to endure. Nevertheless,
with our assistance we can eliminate
much of the confusion. As with everything
we do, we will return their loved one with
dignity and respect.
To the Team Members who have helped
us on countless repatriations in the past,
we thank you for your important work.
Warmest Regards,

Kathy Ricker
Team Member Manager

Forgotten Families:

Boeing and the Ongoing Tragedy of Ethiopian Flight 302
Article from The Crisis Management Blog: Leadership insights from Kenyon Chairman, Robert A. Jenson.
On September 8, 1994, US Air Flight 427, a Boeing 737,
plunged uncontrollably 6000 feet crashing into a wooded
area outside of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania killing all 132 people
aboard the aircraft. Beyond the large loss of life and immediate
consequences of that loss to the families, two other major
events occurred. One was Boeing’s response to beginning one
of the most complex (and at the time the longest) investigations
in the history of the US National Transportation Safety Board.
The second was the beginning of the push to establish the US
Family Assistance Act. An Act designed to prevent more harm
and damage to families, as well as ensure their needs were
taken into account post-accident.

Zipporah Kuria: “They’ve robbed us of our closure” via BBC’s recent article
“Boeing was at my father’s funeral and I was not”

Despite those two events occurring over 25 years ago, and the
numerous opportunities to learn, families are still suffering
from the same post-accident errors and problems caused by
the response of others. Why does this happen?
Maybe Boeing can answer part of that question. When you
read their response to the investigation of US Air 427, as well
as similar accidents such as United 585, TWA 841 or Eastwind
517, there is the similar pattern of “the aircraft is good, it is a
training and crew issue.” The standard Boeing response. In the
case of the 737 Max, the initial response was similar, and in
fairness to Boeing, they have changed and been more open in
taking responsibility for the loss. But what about the response
and treatment of the families? Everything we see in regard
to Lion Air 610 and Ethiopian 302 shows a complete lack of
understanding or learning how to respond to the consequences
of a crash and caring for families.
Perhaps Ethiopian Airlines can also answer. In the US Air 427
crash, families wrote asking about the care of the deceased,
burial locations and times for mass burials, pleadings with
airline executives to involve them and keep them informed
were all met by deaf ears. It was these stories of anguish, of the
secondary trauma they needlessly experienced, that helped
propel the US to pass the landmark Family Assistance Act,
containing 18 specific requirements for US carriers and Foreign
Carriers that operate to the US. Requirement number 5, of 49
USC 41113 specifically states –
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“(5) An assurance that the family of each passenger
will be consulted about the disposition of all remains
and personal effects of the passenger within the
control of the air carrier.”
In response to Ethiopian 302, I have now read of a mass burial
done with no consultation or involvement with families, in
which the airline and Boeing attended, but many of the families
could not.
This is not something for the families to get over, it is
unconscionable and an atrocious way to treat people.
While the crash of Ethiopian 302 does not fall under the
US law, that law is the basis for International Civil Aviation
Organisation Guidance and laws in multiple other countries.
Further, Ethiopian as a carrier which operates to the US has
filed with the US Department of Transportation and the
US National transportation Safety board a plan to care for
families, as required by US law for foreign carriers that occurs
while traveling to or from the US. This tells me their family
assistance plan is merely a compliance plan, and not plan to
care for people. This is something I would encourage the US
Department of Transportation to consider and review.
Finally, crashes are difficult to respond to; they require
experience and the ability to keep the number one priority,
“not making it worse” – because you can’t make it better. This
includes taking care of the living and preserving the dignity of
the deceased. The families’ first call is not to an attorney or the
media, it is to the airline. It is not a call looking to place blame,
it is a call looking for help and someone to help guide them
through the consequences of the loss.
I feel sorry for the families because it does not have to be
this way and they do not deserve to be treated this way. But
unless there is change such as damages for the post-accident
response, sanctions by the government regulatory agencies,
and most importantly an understanding of what is required
then I am afraid we will keep seeing stories like this.

Having been the Kenyon CEO for
close-on a decade, Robert is now the
Company Chairman and Co-Owner.
With over 20 years’ experience helping
advise and successfully lead companies
and governments through managing
crises and their aftermath, his
understanding of the practical areas
of response and recovery, particularly
the humanitarian, communication and
legal challenges, is of immense benefit.

Operational Update

Mental Health Phone Support

One Year Memorial for
Flight 3591

Personal Effects Storage

France, February 2020:

Houston, February 2019:

Kenyon activated to provide Mental Health Support to a
Client’s employees following the death of a passenger during
a flight, as well as assist in identifying the deceased’s nextof-kin.

While not formally involved in the memorial planning, Kenyon
oversaw internment of the unidentified remains as part of a
memorial organised on the anniversary of Flight 3591.

France, February 2020:

London Grenfell Tower Fire, July 2017:

Following the diversion of a flight due to passenger becoming
fatally ill, Kenyon activated to provide Mental Health Support
to a Client’s crewmembers, facilitating the swift return to
work of the crew involved.

Processing of Personal Effects is nearly complete, with one
final destruction trip left as well as the continued storage of
the remains of one flat while we await subsequent decisions.

London Bridge Terrorist Attack, December 2019:

Germanwings 4U9525, March 2015:

Kenyon was contacted by the Metropolitan Police to clean
the Personal Effects of one of the victims of the London
bridge terrorist incident that occurred on 29th November
2019. Kenyon cleaned the Personal Effects and returned
them within a 24-hour turnaround.

Personal effects remain in long-term storage.

2020 Webinar Schedule
We are pleased to present to you the following webinars tentatively scheduled for 2020. An email with registration information
will be sent a few weeks prior to each webinar. Please be sure to register for the webinar even if you cannot attend the live event,
as everyone who registers will automatically receive the recorded version that can be watched at your convenience.

16 April: Repatriations

17 September: Kenyon Services and Activation

Speakers: Two highly qualified Team Members who have
managed numerous repatriations

Speakers: Kenyon’s Commercial Team and Crisis Management
Centre Manager

18 June: Representing Kenyon as a Team Member

19 November: Memorials, Site Visits and Legalities

Speakers: Members from our Crisis Communications Team will
discuss proper conduct for representing Kenyon

Speakers: Humanitarian Services Manager, Otibho EdekeAgbareh, and Director, UK Operations, Ultan Kenny
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Team Member Spotlight
Rick Snow, PhD, President of
Forensic Anthropology Consulting Services
USA

Dr. Rick Snow is the President of Forensic Anthropology
Consulting Services, Inc. He received his PhD in Anthropology
from The University of Tennessee. In 1999, he was sent to Kosovo
to excavate mass graves as an agent of the United Nations,
and in 2001 he spent eight months in Bosnia, excavating mass
graves for the International Commission on Missing Persons.
Shortly after returning from Bosnia, he was called to Noble,
Georgia, to work the Tri-State Crematory incident in which a
crematory operator did not cremate 334 bodies. He was the
forensic anthropologist for the Georgia Bureau of Investigation
prior to forming his own company.

One of the exhumations for NCMEC resulted in the positive
identification of two young girls who were murdered in 1968
and were buried as unidentified. Sadly, the parents had died
never knowing what had happened to their daughters.
I am passionate about identifying the dead and bringing
closure to their families. What I do is not a job, it is a calling.
Thank you, Rick, for the remarkable work you do and for being
a part of our team!

In 2005, Kenyon sent him to Phuket, Thailand, to serve as the
Coordinator of the Thailand Tsunami Victim Identification
Information Management Centre.
In 2014 and 2015, he spent three months on the South Pacific
island of Tarawa, recovering the remains of some of the 1,100
Marines killed in the Battle of Tarawa in 1943.
One of the Marines recovered was 1st Lt. Alexander Bonnyman
Jr., a Medal of Honour recipient who was killed storming a
Japanese bunker. He was returned with full military honours to
his hometown of Knoxville, Tennessee. Dr. Snow was honoured
to meet his two surviving daughters.
“Although both were young and have only faint memories of
their father, they were grateful that their father was recovered
and brought home. It was an honour and a privilege to be a
part of his repatriation,” Dr. Snow recalls.
For the past eight years, Dr. Snow has worked closely with the
National Centre for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC),
performing more than 30 exhumations in an attempt to
identify missing children.

Kenyon Team Member Jason Thomas (left)

Jason Thomas, Medical Technician
USA

Jason is a legacy Team Member who has deployed with
Kenyon to New York, New York, after the 9/11 attacks; to
Phuket, Thailand, after the Asian Tsunami; and to New
Orleans, Louisiana, in the wake of Hurricane Katrina. He is
a three-time recipient of the “Heart of the VA” award which
is issued by the Secretary of Veterans Affairs for exemplary
patient care. Jason is currently an active member of Global
First Responders.
In January 2019, he deployed to the Peruvian Amazon to
the village of San Jose de Paranapura. His mission was to
construct a medical supply depot and provide a five-day
open medical clinic offering free health care to the residents
of the village.
In December 2019, Jason deployed to Great Guana Cay,
Abaco Island, in the Bahamas to assist in providing temporary
shelter, solar technology integration, debris removal and
medical attention to those in need.

Kenyon Team Member Dr. Rick Snow
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Thank you, Jason, for all of your humanitarian efforts
worldwide. We are proud to have you on our team!

Breech of Contract Reminder
Speaking to the media is strictly forbidden. A breech of this
nature can cause undue harm to our families and our clients.
Refer to clause 6 in the Team Member contract:

“

Clause 6 of the agreement states: write letters, papers
or articles on any matters relating to membership of
Kenyon without prior written permission from Kenyon

Please be aware that before you publish any documents that
contain reference to Kenyon it must be reviewed and approved
by our leadership team. This is also true of any posts or groups
you may form on social media. You cannot use the Kenyon logo
or any other form of Kenyon branding without permission.
A media breech is subject to termination, so please ask for
permission first!
Please email tminfo@kenyoninternational if you wish to submit
a request for permission or if you have any questions.

Is Your Team Member
Profile Up-to-Date?
Thank you to everyone who has taken the time to
update their profile! The Team Member portal is
really proving to be an effective way to manage
such a large database of incredible talent.
Please continue to keep your profile updated
and pay attention to the details. The piece of
information that is often overlooked is providing
your emergency contact. Providing us with an
emergency contact will help us take care of you in
case of emergency while deployed.

Have you followed us yet?
Join the conversation!

/Kenyoninternational

@Kenyonmembers
@Kenyon_tweets

The portal for existing Team Members can be
found here.

Please note the My Portal Login on the Kenyon homepage is
designated for Clients. Please do not attempt to log in to here.
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Self Care 101
Continuing with the COVID-19 webinar and follow-up Q&A webinar and alongside the preventative measures that are so widely
published, I wanted to extend a gentle reminder to take care of yourselves!
Many of our Team Members travel extensively. The additional stress of the world-wide spread of the Coronavirus can cause
additional anxiety and fear. It is very easy to forget about ourselves. Please take a few moments to take care of You!
The following article was developed by Kenyon Team Member Patrick Kelly and his colleagues. Patrick and his team have been
working to support medical personnel that are assisting with the repatriation of quarantined travellers due to the COVID-19
virus.

Credits: Patrick Kelly, Justin-Claude Dumont, Pamela Townsend and David Walker.
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WELCOME
NEW TEAM MEMBERS

On behalf of everyone at Kenyon, “Welcome!”
Aidan Harte			

Ireland

Jowilna Kruger			

South Africa

Alan Sanderson		

UK

Kevin Ndege			

Kenya

Ana Milheiro			

Netherlands

Krupa Shah			

India

Andrew Bradley		

Switzerland

Lenuta Baranovschi		

Australia

Annie Vig			

India

Michael Mulkerrin		

UK

Atul Sharma			

UAE

Michael Wilems Jr		

US

Caterina Raffone		

Spain

Mohd Sharuji			

Malaysia

Catherine Villoria Rojas

Spain

Monty Mohammed Rahman Canada

Christopher Herrod		

Australia

Oliver Clegg			

Australia

Christopher Hurley		

UK

Paul Biddle			

US

Colaizzi Ileina			

Switzerland

Pauline Adam			

UK

Colleen Stahl			

US

Princy Choudhary		

India

Craig Marshall			

UK

Simon Wolfenden		

UK

Edward Taman			

US

Simon Hill			

Thailand

Felipe Espinoza		

Peru

Simon Reed			

UK

Frederick Ndifuangho		

Cameroon

Simon Taylor			

UK

Ian Brayshaw			

UK

Sneha NedunuriI		

India

Ilsa Carter			

Ireland

Sudha Bhaskar			

India

Jay DeBernardi		

Canada

Sugandha Nagpal		

India

Jessica White			

Ireland

Susan Senior			

UK

John Martin			

Philippines

Susanne DeBernardi		

Canada

Jolanda Kruit			

Australia

Swathi Kumareswar		

India

Joshua Ede			

UK

Valentina Perrone		

UK

Contact:
Americas +1 (281) 872-6074
Europe +44 (0) 1344 316 650
Middle East and Africa +961 (0) 1 609 839

Follow us for more
Kenyon updates:
www.Kenyoninternational.com

